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out of your job when
you use ChemComp®
include many commonly
employed shrinkage
controlling devices . And
in addition, you can
reduce join t caulk lnq
and sealing compound
requirements. Plus
you won't have to worry
so much about
waterproof membranes
and other surface
sealants. And you'll still
have minimized
shrinkage cracking.
The next time you plan
a job , think of the
extras. Think of
ChemComp.®
Momual USlSTANT ••0
The extra we put into
the bag is specially
made ChemComp®
cement. We manufacture
ChemComp® in such
a way that calcium
sulfoaluminate will be
formed in the cement
during hydration.
Expansion In the drying
concrete causes tensi le
stress In the reinforcing
steel which generates
compress ion in the
concrete . Then when
normal drying
shrinkage occurs, it's
neutralized by the
compress ion.
The extras you can take
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